Introduction
In [1] we have proved a bang-bang type property for the nonlinear contingent equation which is continuous in two variables. We shall prove the same property for the Caratheodory type contingent equation. For this proof we use a proposition which roughly says that the Caratheodory type function is approximately continuous in two variables.
First we prove this property for the set-valued function. While preparing this manuscript, the author noticed that a similar theorem had been proved in [3] for the vector-valued function. Also in [2] this property has been used in order to prove that the Caratheodory type differential equation has absolutely continuous solutions whose derivatives exist at almost every point common to all these solutions. We extend this theorem to the Caratheodory type contingent equation.
The author wishes here to express his thanks to Professor Masuo Hukuhara for his suggestion of the before mentioned problem and his warm encouragement. The continuity of the orientor field N(f) in the sense of Hausdorff is defined in a usual way.
N(f) is said to be measurable on T if the set {t^T\N(f)c:C}
is measurable for every CeComp (/?"*).
For a measurable set E we denote by meas (£") the measure of Since Ee^K is a compact set, F(t,x} is uniformly continuous on E £ xK. From the construction of F £ the relation meas (£ -Ee)<e holds.
Theorems Theorem 1. L££ F(t,x) satisfy the hypothesis H(F). Then for every trajectory x(f) of F(t,x} which lies on bdryZ(^4, F) for every t in /, dx(f)/dt is on bdryF(^,^(0) for almost every t in I.
Proof. We can find a compact rectangle K such that Z(^4, F) is contained in IxK. Let L be an integral of k(f) on /.
Let D n be the set of the density points of F 1/w , where F 1/w is as in Proposition 3. D = U D» is a subset of / whose measure is equal «=i to that of /. If t belongs to D, there exists an integer n such that t^D n . Then t is a density point of F 1/M and F(t,x}> considered on E lln xK, is continuous in (£,#).
Let £1 be a point of D such that dx(t^/dt belongs to the interior of F(ti, £(£0) f°r some trajectory S(0 of F(t,x') which lies on bdry Z(^4, F) for every if in /, and so V(dx(t-^)/dt 9 4s) is contained in F(£i, 3£(£i)) for some positive number e. F(t,x) . On the other hand, since #(0 is differentiate at t i9 there exists a positive number ft such that the relation holds for every r, t 1W e take r such that where 5 = min (ft , ft) .
As stated above, in [r, £J there exists a compact set £"i /fl H IT, £J , which we will denote by /, such that ti is a density point of / and F(t,x') is continuous in (£,#), when it is considered on JxK only. By taking r sufficiently near f x , we can assume that Z(A, F) , and hence #(£i) belongs to the interior of Z(-4, F), which is a contradiction.
Theorem 2. Let F(t,x} satisfy the hypothesis H(F). Then every trajectory of F(t, x) satisfies the contingent equation almost everywhere in I except for a common set of measure zero.
Proof. For any positive number e we let E be a set E £ as in Proposition 3. Let H be the complement of E with respect to / and E r be the set of density points of E and £"(C-E') be the set of r for which there holds as in Proposition 2. We get meas (£") = meas (£"') = meas (jE"")!>nieas (/) -e.
Let T belong to E" and x(f) be any trajectory of the contingent equation. For a sufficiently small h we get Since the last term tends to zero with h, the following relation holds A positive number s is arbitrary, and hence for almost every r in I the relation holds for every trajectory x(f) of F(t, #).
